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Got a brand new song, yo
A little somethin' for the old school
Cos we can boogie, you know
Not quite what like we used to do
Y'see it's not too fast and it's not too slow
Just wiggle in the middle, yeah
While you're on the floor
Get on up
C'mon let's party
C'mon let's do this
I'm gonna get it started

(Chorus)
Two steps to the front
Two steps to the back
Now wiggle in the middle (where)
From front to back
Two steps to the left
Two steps to the right
Now wiggle in the middle (yeah)
From side to side

Now let it ride (Ah yeah)

All the sexy ladies got it going on tonight
All the fellas groovin, that's alright
You got money in your pocket
And you're full of that water
You came to the right place
If you wanna party
Just get on up
It's time to party
C'mon let's do this
I'm gonna get it started

(Chorus)

(Chorus)

Now let it ride, let it ride (Ah yeah, Ah yeah, Ah yeah)
Now let it ride (let it ride)
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When you let it ride, you can whatever you want to
If you wanna bounce that booty
Shake that booty
Do the funky chicken
The mashed potata
Whatever you want to do
Cool jerk
Or somethin' from the old school
We can party
Not like we used to do

(Chorus)

Now bounce to the front
Now bounce to the back
Now wiggle in the middle
From front to back
Now bounce to the left
Now bounce to the right
Now wiggle in the middle
From side to side

I got a brand new song, yo
A little somethin' from the old school
Cos we can boogie
Not quite what like we used to do
All the sexy ladies got it going on tonight ...
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